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Sophomore Claims She Saw 
Face of Stewart-Macgregor 
Dennis in Grilled Cheese 
Sandwich

HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

In an effort to promote their 
public image and regain their 
house, the fraternity Kappa Sigma 
is offering free breast cancer 
screenings in White Plaza to all 
females of  Stanford. 

“We really want to promote 
breast cancer awareness among 
the female population at Stanford,” 
said the president of  Kappa Sig.  
“Medical care can be expensive, 
and our fraternity is thrilled about 
offering a free manual examination 
to all women of  Stanford.  It’s the 
duty of  every woman to get screened 
and the duty of  each Kappa Sig 
male to help that woman.” 

Kappa Sig members have 
received extensive training in how 
to refer women who may have 
early signs of  breast cancer, how to 
properly disrobe women, and how 
to differentiate between groping 
and checking for unusual bumps.

According to members of  
Kappa Sig, the screenings are also 
most accurate when the Kappa Sig 
member has consumed alcoholic 
beverages that make their response 
rates more tuned and accurate.  
They are aiming to offer about 700 
hours of  free screenings per week 
in order to reach their community 
service requirement of  500 hours.  
“It’s a tough job, but somebody has 
to do it,” said Kappa Sig member 
Ryan Sullivan. 

If  proven a success, “Bros for 
Boobs” could be the PR event 
to help Kappa Sig reinstate their 
house next year.  (Collison, Kwan)

“Bros for Boobs”: Kappa Sigma Brothers to Offer Free Screenings

2nd Grade Artistic Savant Crucial 
in Catching Stanford Robber

North Park Elementary 2nd 
grader and renowned criminal 
sketch artist Joey Habman was 
the hero of  last week’s Stanford 
police hunt.

Police contacted the savant 
artist Habman, who has 
been drawing since at least 
kindergarten, to jot down the 
crucial details of  the suspect’s 

robbery reportedly told police 
that the suspect had “two eyes, 
hair, and a nose, and about ten 

From this striking detail, 
Habman was able to beautifully 
reconstruct a Crayola facial 

composite drawing of  the 
suspect. “He had his own artistic 

said Julie Habman, Joey’s 
mother. “He really felt the way 
to get the message across was 

yellow sun, and really big tree.”
After the criminal sketch 

was released, the Stanford 
community rallied together 

the robber. “We think the tree 
was what eventually caught the 
suspect,” said chief  of  police 
Roy McKinley. “He was just 
standing right next to that big 
tree.”

Source of Original Mono 
Virus Traced to Monkey at 
FMOTQ

As Allen Henderson (’13) and 
Monica Stevens (’14) glided across the 

Sigma Chi last Friday night, little did 
they know that their course was being 
carefully guided by destiny.

Fortune seized its chance when 
Henderson began to muscle his way 
through the dense crowd to procure 
another Natural Ice from the makeshift 
fraternity bar.  But Anheuser-Busch 
brand pale lager wasn’t on the menu 
tonight, as long as fate still had a part 
to play.  While Henderson attempted 
his exodus from the throbbing mass 
of  humanity, he collided with the 
dancing form of  Monica Stevens 

clear that Cupid’s arrow had found its 
mark.

“I could tell from the back of  
her head that she was the one.  The 
way she undulated to the romantic 
rhythms of  T-Pain and Kanye West 
was awe-inspiring,” explained a 
lovestruck Henderson.  “Plus, she was 
kinda blocking my way to the bar, so I 

Stevens was equally enamored 
with her new dance partner: “I never 

tonight…although technically I didn’t 
actually see his face until the third 
song in the playlist…but, you know, 
he was sober enough to support his 
own weight, so that was good.”

The couple left the party under 
what was drunkenly-assumed to be 
a waning crescent moon, and stole 
off  in search of  a romantic dining 
experience at Lagunita Late Nite.

When pressed for details the 
next morning, neither party 
had a clear recollection of  the 
meeting.  Henderson was last seen 
pondering a random Facebook friend 
request from some ugly girl named 
Monica. (Hoffer)

Fate Unites Soulmates During Awkward 
Fraternity Party Grinding Session

The Segway is here, and every Friday is Flipside Friday. Everyone is 
welcome to ride it Friday in White Plaza from 12-2pm.

The stars were aligned that night.
Note the use of shading on the yellow sun to achieve realism



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

MARDAY LMA QYLDKY MATNR - FEMF OG YMGR, QJF FD QY MATNR IOFE FEY NOTEF BYNG-

DA MF FEY NOTEF FOKY, MAH PDN FEY NOTEF BJNBDGY MAH OA FEY NOTEF IMR - FEMF OG 

ADF IOFEOA YSYNRDAY’G BDIYN MAH FEMF OG ADF YMGR. -MNOGFDFVY

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT Y = E

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THEY CALLED 
THE EXCHANGE OF 

LAMPS

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: COURT COLOR THRASH CABINS the woman 
who squeezed the feathery fashion accessory BOA CONSTRICTOR

last week’s answers: SIXTH MAN CLUB, EYE CANDY, ALUMINUM FOIL, 
PARTY ROCK IS IN THE HOUSE TONIGHT

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: GOOD PEOPLE ARE GOOD BECAUSE THEY’VE COME TO WISDOM THROUGH FAILURE. WE GET VERY 
LITTLE WISDOM FROM SUCCESS, YOU KNOW. -WILLIAM SAROYAN

 HTIMG

 OCTKS

 GWIVNO

 TLHAHE

ENTER THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE!

99
The percentage of all Stanford emails that originate from 

1% of members of the Diaspora mailing list, according 
to a recent report on inequality at Stanford. The report 

by 1% of the students, and 53% of the air on campus is  
breathed by 48% of the students.

feeling unequal lately? 
vent your anger at .

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

someone on the Flipside. Heat press + Vinyl = High Quality T-Shirt


